
 

Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara 2 is a romantic drama film directed by Zoya Akhtar and written by Farhad Sajjad. It stars Arjun Kapoor, Ranbir Kapoor, Anushka Sharma, and Alia Bhatt. The film revolves around the lives of four people as they all decide to take a break from their hectic lifestyles to go on a road trip from Mumbai to Goa with some close friends. The movie was released worldwide on
April 29th 2016. The film received mixed reviews from critics. However, the film took an average opening at the box office, opening with a first week collection of 1.75 crores in India and 1.3 crores in overseas markets. Despite this, it managed to surpass the opening weekend collections of its predecessor Zinda Bhaag which earned 2.2 crores in its box office collection worldwide. Four students
work to save up money to go on vacation but are faced with various obstacles on their road trip including confusion about their love interests and family issues which they must overcome before leaving for Goa. 

The project is produced by Eros International and has been confirmed by both the Kapoor brothers to be a sequel to the film "Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara", with each character from the previous film being reprised. Anushka Sharma is said to have been signed for a cameo in the film, while it is also reported that Farhan Akhtar may also be a part of the project. The film was officially announced in
October 2015 and filming began in January 2016. It is scheduled to release on 29 April 2016. The soundtrack of the film is composed by Hitesh Sonik while the lyrics are written by Kausar Munir, Kumaar, Vayu, Rashmi Virag and Farhad Sajid. It consists of five songs overall. The complete soundtrack was released on 8 March 2016. Folks at Bookmyshow gave the album 3/5 stars while stating that
"overall Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara 2 is a good album, but it might take some time to impress listeners". Joginder Tuteja of Bollywood Hungama gave the album 2. 5/5 stars and wrote that the album is "a mixed bag with some situational as well as heart-warming numbers thrown in", but it nevertheless has a "different feel" to it. A sequel of the film was announced in October 2015 through a poster on
Twitter by director Zoya Akhtar. It was confirmed by both the Kapoor brothers to be a sequel to the film "Zindagi Na Milegi Dobara". The film grossed 3 crore on its first day. It then collected 3 crore on its second day, taking its two-day total to 6 crore. The film's first weekend nett collections were 9.
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